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I wanted to be that one person to give this a good review.but sadly I cannot. The game has a lot going for. I mean the comic-style
horror (not the super jumpscares that we normally go through) gives it a good vibe. The story gets better later on. However, the
controls.oh god the controls. They are just too sensitive. When changing maps, your direction goes back to the same. For
example, you're heading down and when the map changes when you heading down, it tries to go back up. The interface is
terrible. For the gamepad, it rotates to different stuff rather than what you want. And at the end.oh man the end. Just dodging
that shark thing. That is worse than the Chantelise and FF8 final boss. In the end, the story was great. However, with the terrible
controls, and the fact there's not another episode coming, it was better off being a visual novel-type game. Pros: Good story.
Nice atmosphere Cons: Controls are terrible and too sensitive Interface could be better That goddamn lady That goddamn shark
Now if you excuse me, I'm gonna take some pills for my headache.. Zero stars. This game looks good but that is all it has going
for it since it needs to fool gamers into buying it! I just played it for the first time and I'm running from some banshee chic, but
my avatar runs out of breath of I run for to long. Nothing in the environment reacts to the interact button, the story is a bunch of
stills which I can forgive but to call a game "like the classic survival horrror games of old" can only be true if the classic
Resident Evil, and Silent Hill games sucked!!!!! This game has no atmospherte, no patients for building up tension and is just
plain bad. Don't buy this one. Torrent the game and then delete it because this is how bad it sucks.. The controls felt weird and
broken for the most part. I couldn't sit for more than 15 minutes a session but I can see some potential there. Sadly it felt
incomplete to me.. The people making the game went out of business, so Episode 2 will, to my knowledge, never be released. So
if you are looking for a game which will eventually be updated or even finished, look elsewhere. Episode 1 itself is rather
unpolished, and although it can be fun, it's not worth the price considering the story will never be resolved..
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=trvprxLUolk tLong Night is an adventure/horror game operated entirely by the keyboard,
with no mouse options. It is told in a third person perspective, with a comic-esque feel. The story is upfront, but the atmosphere
is what gives this game meaning. Rather than a horror feel, this game has a detective element to it. tI didn't really experience a
feeling of horror, or being afraid of what lurks around the corner, but if you look at it as a detective game with a spook element,
this game does well. tI enjoyed the story arc and atmosphere of the game, but unfortunately it is part one of a series that isn't
going to be completed. Based on that, as a consumer I would not recommend this game, as it leaves an unsatisfied feeling. This
is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch if you are looking for a more in-depth review. Thanks for
your viewership and support; for more videos click here: http://www.youtube.com/user/SocioPyscho
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